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Abstract Estimates of the lifespans of components in the power converter of electronic power steering (EPS)
system are necessary for driving safety and comfort, and require accurate predictions of temperatures and power
losses. Temperature profiles, including steady-state and transient conditions, are difficult to measure in actual
vehicle operations. This study investigates a method to accurately calculate the power losses in the converter in an
EPS system based on measured automobile steering cycles, the driving profile, and the currents and voltages of the
semiconductor devices. In addition, the temperature variations in the electronic components are studied. This
methodology is based on the relationship between temperature cycles and thermal resistance. The power loss and
temperature model, which is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, allows for the simulation of various power device
losses, temperature and thermal resistances variations. The method is then verified for an EPS power converter. The
power losses and temperature variations in the electronic components can be calculated, and these calculate values
can be used to predict the reliability of the EPS system.
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1. Introduction
The use of electronic power steering (EPS) system in
automobiles has received increased attention because EPS
can reduce energy consumption, increase manoeuvrability,
and enable intelligent driver-assistance systems compared
to traditional power steering system. The EPS controller is
typically mounted in the engine compartment, which is a
high-temperature environment. Research has shown that
large temperature cycles reduce the life of electronic
components, which increases the failure rate of electronic
systems. Accurate information on the temperature cycles
of electronic components are required to ensure safety and
reliability of vehicle. However, it is expensive and
difficult to measure the temperature of electronic
components. Hence, power loss and temperature
estimation methods are required to solve these problems
[4,5].
Several methods have been proposed to improve the
accuracy of power loss estimates. A general method for
estimating power losses in Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) relies on datasheets
and loss tables that include periodic pulses and hysteresis.
A model of the circuit and the parameters of the
components is required to compute power losses simply,
accurately, and quickly [6]. The switching power loss

mechanisms can be used to calculate the power losses in a
circuit [7,8]. The computation time for power losses could
be reduced by simplifying the calculations. A fast method
for calculating power losses for a real-time thermal
simulation of an Insulated Gate Bipolar Translator (IGBT)
module was obtained by simplifying the system model
[9,10,11]. The operation profile of electronic is crucial.
Therefore, in this study, the vehicle steering profile is the
actual data source for calculating the power losses of the
components.
The finite element method (FEM) has been used to
model the thermal behavior of circuits through the use of
an equivalent circuit and discretisation of the heat
equation. This method can be used to provide complete
electro-thermal models to simulate a circuit, but the
computational requirements are unacceptably large
[12,13]. An equivalent RC-network can be used to
simplify the thermal analysis of the system and calculate
the thermal cycle [14,15]. This method assumes the steady
state, but transient thermal cycles are also important. For
transient behaviour, a dynamic electro-thermal model that
depends on the instantaneous electrical power loss
behaviour has been proposed to simulate semiconductor
devices [16,17]. The electro-thermal model for power
losses was obtained by analytical methods. This model
depends on the sub-microsecond switching characteristics
of the devices, and appropriate parameters for the
differential equations were selected to represent the
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thermal behavior. Research has revealed that temperature
cycles are one of the most common causes of failures in
electronic systems [18,19].
In this study, the ambient conditions in the engine
compartment of an automobile and the steering loads were
obtained using the vehicle steering profile. The current,
the voltage and steering torque were extracted from the
profile and used to calculate the power losses. A novel
method for calculating power losses based on the variation
in resistance with temperature was developed. In addition,
a method to calculate the power losses in the copper traces
on printed circuit boards (PCBs) using the relationship
between resistance and temperature with current was
developed. The proposed temperature cycle estimation
method is based on the power losses and the resistance
model calculations. This method includes both steadystate and transient thermal conditions. The study of
thermal cycles and power losses is crucial for predicting
the lifespan of automobile EPS systems.

2. Simplification and Extraction of the
Converter Profile
Accuracy and speed are two crucial factors for
computations. To save time, the model of the EPS
converter is simplified for calculating the power losses in
the converter. First, components that consume small
amounts of power are neglected in the model. The second
step is to model the motor. The motor current is
approximately constant, and Figure 1 illustrates that
fluctuations in the current can be approximated with a
smooth curve representing the large trend. The H-bridge
currents and voltages are recorded in each switching cycle,
and these data are used to formulate the power dissipation
model of the EPS system. Without simplifications, it
would be impossible to calculate an entire profile with all
of the data and obtain accurate and reasonable parameters.

Figure 2. Steering profiles of the EPS system
a. Vehicle steering torque; b. Motor currents

3. Calculation of Converter Power Losses
In the EPS system, the power losses in the power
electronic components are affected by factors such as the
voltage, current, and ambient temperature. The converter
dissipates the most power of all components in the EPS
system. Parameters such as the voltage, current and
resistance are provided by the steering profile. The
ambient temperature, which influences the junction
resistance, must be introduced in the power loss
calculation and simulation. The power dissipation in the
EPS system can be classified as either conduction losses
or switching losses depending on the resistors, capacitors,
and semiconductor devices.

3.1. Conduction Power Losses

Figure 1. Actual and approximate converter current vs. input steering
load

In the following steering profile, the current varies with
the steering load in every cycle; the battery voltage drop is
neglected. The converter generates the appropriate current
for the steering load. In Figure 2(a), the value of the
steering load was measured using a two-channels signal
from a torque sensor, and in Figure 2(b), C1 and C2 are
the two motor currents signals, which could be computed
using the control law; the control law is computed using
the torque variation.

Conduction power losses cannot be eliminated because
of the equivalent resistances of the components. Source of
conduction dissipation include the equivalent resistance in
power devices, the resistance of the PCB copper traces
and equivalent series resistance (ESR) of capacitors. The
switching current can be assumed to be a constant (i.e., an
average value) in the computations. To simplify the
calculation and the simulation model, a reasonable
approximation of the conduction dissipation can be
computed using Equation (1), which describes the
conduction dissipation for a MOSFET with a conductive
resistance Rds [20],

1 dTs 2
Ploss _ DC =
I D × Rds(on) dt =
I D2 × Rds(on)
∫
0
Ts

(1)
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where Ploss_DC is the power dissipation, Ts is the
conduction times, ID is the continuous drain current, and
Rds is the drain-to-source on-resistance. This equation is
based on the assumptions that the switching times of the
diodes and MOSFETs are negligible, the junction
temperature is constant, the modulation of the H-bridge is
linear, and the switching frequency fs is sufficiently fast.

3.2. Switching Power Losses
Switching losses occur in electronic components due to
imperfections in manufacturing and the properties of
metals. There are several approaches to precisely simulate
and detect switching losses in MOSFETs [22]. Although
some of these methods can produce good results, they are
unsuitable for use in a long-duration driving profile. The
computational process in this study use datasheets for the
components provided by the manufactures. Because the
EPS steering motor torque is an inductive load, there is an
after-flow in the switching process. The switching
dissipation in a MOSFET occurs both when the device
switches on and when it switches off. The turn-on power
loss can be calculated using Equation (3), where the
voltage remains constant but the charging current increase,
and the turn-off power loss is given by Equation (4),
where the voltage varies but the current remains constant.

Pon=

ton
1
Vin × ton × f sw ∫ I o
0
2

t off
1
Poff = × I o × toff × f sw ∫ Vin
0
2

(3)
(4)

In Equations (3) and (4), Vin is the battery voltage, I o
is the conduction current, ton is the turn-on time, toff is
the turn-off time, f sw is the switching frequency, Pon is
the turn-on power losses, Poff is the turn-off power losses.
The parasitic effects that exist in each pin of the MOSFET
and are include in the model of the MOSFET are shown in
Figure 4, where Cgd, Cgs and Cds are the gate to drain, gate
to source, and drain to source parasitic capacitances,
respectively.

Figure 3. Algorithm for computing conduction power losses with
temperature variations

The most important component in the converter is the
MOSFET. The conduction resistances vary with the
junction temperature, when the MOSFET operates for a
long period of time [21]. The conduction resistance varies
with the junction temperature, and this variation can be
approximated by Equation (2). The algorithm for
computing the MOSFET conduction dissipation is
illustrated in Figure 3. When the heat from power losses
causes the conduction resistance to vary, the relative
power dissipation will be affected in the next computation
cycle. The power losses can be computed accurately using
the properties of thermal variations in resistance and
approximation formula.

Y =5 × 10−5 ⋅ x 2 + 0.004 x + 0.564

(2)

The power losses vary with the resistance, and
temperature changes affect the conduction resistance. The
conduction dissipation will be greater than it would be for
constant conduction resistances.

Figure 4. Model of the MOSFET parasitic elements

The switching power losses can be calculated and
distributed over the switching period based on the motor
loads. The calculated total switching power losses are
relatively small at approximately 0.032W. The switching
losses are less than 1%, considerably less than the
conduction losses, and the temperature increase is
sufficiently small that the switching losses can be
neglected.
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3.3. Conduction Losses in PCB Copper
Traces
Power flows from the battery to the motor through the
PCB copper traces in the EPS converter. The equivalent
resistance of the traces cannot be neglected because of the
large currents. The total volume of the converter is
restricted, so the area of the copper traces cannot be large.
The EPS converter PCB wiring layout is depicted in
Figure 5(a), in which the finite element mesh is also
shown. The equivalent resistance is calculated using the
FEM. The approximate formula in Equation (5) can be
used to compute the resistance for an arbitrary shape of
the trace layout [23],

∆R =

∆L ⋅ ρ
∆A
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RT =

l

λ⋅A

(7)

In Equation (6) and (7), RT is the thermal resistance, λ
is the thermal conductivity, l is the conduction distance,
and A is the vertical cross-sectional area of the transfer
path. The thermal dissipation of the EPS system can be
obtained for both steady-state and transient conditions.
Conduction and convection are coupled in the heat
dissipation calculations.

4.1. Steady-state Temperature Analysis

(5)

where ∆R is the equivalent resistance, ∆L is the copper
pour element length, ρ is the resistivity, and A is the
element cross-sectional area.

Figure 5. Converter PCB and FEM of PCB traces

When current flows through the copper traces, the
decrease in voltage and the equivalent resistance cause
energy dissipation. The power consumption causes a
temperature increase in the PCB that further influences the
resistance. The PCB temperature may increase
considerably when the assist motor transient current or
overload current exceeds its design value. The values of
the motor current and ambient temperature are inputs to
the simulation, whereas the current and temperature
variation properties are known. The ambient temperature
is extremely high because the EPS controller volume is
extremely small and the controller is installed in the
engine compartment.

4. Thermal Analysis and Modeling
A general method for computing the thermal behaviour
of various geometries is the use of FEMs. Although these
methods are extremely precise, the models are
complicated and require a large number of calculations
[24]. Building an electrical analogue to calculate the
temperature of the electronic components is the simplest
method and is the method used in this study. In the EPS
converter, the heat generated by the internal components
is transferred to the air by conduction, convection, and
radiation. The heat transfer is given by Equation (6) and
Equation (7) provides the thermal resistance representing
the thermal resistance between two solids in contact.

P=

λ A (T1 − T2 )
l

=

∆T
RT

(6)

Figure 6. Thermal heat transfer model
a. MOSFET heat transfer path; b. Heat sink structure; c. Equivalent
thermal resistance network

The MOSFETs are the components that consume the
most power in the EPS converter. The heat from the
components is transferred from the junction to the heat
sink and spreads out along the heat sink surface. The heat
is then transferred from the cooling fins to surrounding air.
The heat transfer path is shown in Figure 6 (a). Therefore,
the conduction resistance is a crucial parameter for heat
transfer because the heat sink provides only slight in heat
dissipation, when the area of the heat sinks over wide
surfaced are limited [25].
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Using the resistance between the MOSFETs and
aluminium heat sink, the heat transfer path can be
modeled, and the specific thermal conductivity can be
determined according to the material properties. The
convection heat transfer coefficient h depends on the
boundary conditions and must be calculated in a different
manner. The heat sink convection is determined with the
equivalent thermal resistance Rf used when calculating the
heat transfer. The component power losses and
temperature variations can be obtained using Equations (6)
and (7).
The EPS converter supplies current from the H-bridge
through the copper pours as the driver steers. However,
the size of the EPS converter is extremely small because
of the restricted mounting space. The heat generated by
the MOSFET is transferred to the copper traces though the
path shown in Figure 6(b). The equivalent thermal
resistance network depends on the EPS H-bridge circuit
illustrated in Figure 6(c), where Ri is the junction-to-case
resistance, Rb is the junction-to-ambient resistance, Rs is
the case-to-copper resistance, Rf1 is the copper-to-air
resistance, Rc is the copper-to-PCB resistance, and Rf2 is
the PCB-to-air resistance.
It is difficult to accurately calculate the values of the
thermal resistance to convection between the aluminium
sinks and ambient air. Equation (8) provides an
approximation for calculating the resistance to convection,
where F1 is the contact area and hc is the heat transfer
coefficient.

Rc =

1
hc ⋅ F1

1

2

+ Ta

(12)

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit and power loss for the transient case

(9)

where α is the convection heat transfer coefficient, A is
the convection surface area, Tair is the sum of the
atmospheric temperature and the engine compartment
temperature, and Tω is surface temperature. In the
convection computations, the value of the heat transfer
coefficient hc should be confirmed first.

4.2. Transient heat transfer and temperature
variations
Thermal energy cannot be transferred instantly because
of thermal capacitance. The transfer time is related to the
heat capacity, so the thermal loss time is constant. When
the time t is sufficiently small, Eq. (10) is an effective
approximation, where Cs is the heat capacity of the
thermal transfer path and can be calculated from Equation
(11). Equation (12) is used to calculate the increase in
transient junction temperature. The equivalent electrical
circuit for the transient case is illustrate in Figure 7(a).
The temperature variation induced by the transient heat
transfer and the single-pulse power loss are shown in
Figure 7 (b).

τ = π Rt Cs 4

T j ( t )= Ploss  4t (π ⋅ Rt Cs ) 

(8)

Although this is a coupled and complex procedure, the
steady-state convection heat transfer can be computed
from Equation (9),

Q =α ⋅ A Tω ( i ) − Tair ( j ) 

(11)

Cs =Cν ⋅ A ⋅ d

(10)

a. Equivalent circuit for heat transfer; b. Power loss and temperature vs.
time

When starting and in emergency steering, there are
many changes in power consumptions. Because the time
required for heat transfer is longer than the transition time,
the junction temperature will increase rapidly. Equation
(13) provides an approximate solution used in the
simulation model (the coefficients can be obtained from
the manufacture’s datasheet):

TJ = PDM × ZthJC + Tc

(13)

where TJ is the junction temperature, PDM is the
transient power loss, ZthJC is the transient thermal
resistance, and Tc is the ambient temperature. The
transient pulse power is an important factor for calculating
the transient temperature. The transient single-pulse power
loss can be obtained from the manufacture’s datasheet and
the operating procedures.

5. Results and Discussion
The effectiveness of the proposed power loss
calculation method was tested in simulations. The EPS
power losses vary with resistance, and the results indicate
that the power losses with variations in resistance are
different from those in which the resistances are constant,
as shown in Figure 8. The A1 power loss curve in Figure 8
is for a fixed resistance, and the A2 power loss curve is for
variable resistance. The power losses are larger in A2 than
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in A1. The temperature of the power device increased,
which resulted in an increase in the resistance.

Figure 8. Power loss with fixed resistance (A1) and variable resistance
(A2)

The simulation results illustrate that the switching
losses were 0.032W and the conduction losses were
approximately 1.5W with the proposed methodology. The
EPS electronic system incurs losses from power devices
and PCB copper traces. External factors include large
temperature cycles in the vehicle engine compartment and
variations in the atmospheric temperature due to weather.
Figure 9 presents the relationship between current and
temperature, while the resistances are constant.

Figure 9. Temperature vs. current

In summary, when the resistance of the copper traces
remains constant, the temperature increases with current.
The thermal conduction model and equivalent thermal
circuit have been validated. The results demonstrate that
the proposed method for simulating the temperature cycles
of the MOSFETs can model both the steady and transient
temperatures and variations with the steering profile.
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temperature variations correspond to the power losses.
This figure illustrates the large fluctuations that occur
while steering because the assist motor rapidly starts and
stops. For the given steering profile, the simulation model
produces a maximum transient temperature value in the
MOSFETs of 110°C. The temperature cycle could be
extracted from this figure.
The steering profile includes both steady-state and
transient conditions. The duration of steering is only
several seconds, which is longer than the thermal
resistance time constant. Therefore, the heat transfer is not
considered transient. However, the duration of the heat
transfer is not sufficiently long to reach the steady state. In
this condition, we should design mathematic method
software to calculate and simulate the temperature
accumulated in the next study. We plan to develop a
method to calculate the temperature for this condition in
future research.

6. Conclusions
This study investigated a novel method to model power
losses in semiconductor devices in an automotive EPS
system using the vehicle steering profile to provide certain
calculation parameters. An analysis of the method
indicated that the calculation parameters can be extracted
from steering profile. MOSFETs are crucial power devices
in an EPS system. Their power losses include switching
losses and conduction losses, and the simulation results
indicated that the switching losses amounted to 0.032W
and the conduction losses amounted to approximately
1.5W. The results of the simulations indicated that the
conduction resistance is related to the temperature
variations, so power losses changed with every cycle. A
temperature and resistance calculation scheme was
proposed, and simulation results verified the method. An
equivalent thermal network for the EPS converter was
developed, and steady-state and transient heat transfer
models were constructed. For a given steering profile, the
power devices temperature was simulated, and this
temperature profile could be used to predict the system
reliability and estimate the lifespans of the electronic
components.
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